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Abstract

Different collaborative applications in a peer-to-
peer (P2P) environment impose different require-
ments on the underlying P2P system. In this pa-
per, we present a modularized indexing frame-
work that cleanly separates the functional com-
ponents of a structured P2P index, thereby allow-
ing an application to tailor an index to its needs,
while reusing components developed in previous
systems. Our main contribution is a systematic
way of handling query correctness, concurrency,
and failures in the context of our indexing frame-
work. Our techniques provide provable correct-
ness and availability guarantees in a dynamic P2P
system. In a simulation study, we use our indexing
framework to compare the performance of three
different P2P indices proposed in the literature.

1 Introduction
There are many applications that benefit from the coop-

eration of multiple peers. These applications range from
simple file sharing to robust Internet-based storage man-
agement to digital libraries. Each of these applications
impose different requirements on the underlying P2P in-
frastructure. For example, file-sharing applications require
equality search and keyword search capabilities, but do not
need sophisticated fault-tolerance. On the other hand, stor-
age management requires only simple querying, but re-
quires robust fault-tolerant properties. Digital library ap-
plications require both complex queries, including equal-
ity, keyword search, and range queries, and sophisticated
fault-tolerance. Other applications such as service discov-
ery on the Grid and data management applications impose
their own requirements on the underlying P2P system.

One solution to this problem is to devise a special-
purpose P2P infrastructure for each application. Clearly,
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this is quite wasteful, and does not leverage the common
capabilities required across many (but not all) applications.
We thus propose a modularized P2P indexing framework
that cleanly separates different functional components. Our
indexing framework is designed for structured P2P sys-
tems [3], which impose structure on the underlying dy-
namic P2P network in order to provide guarantees on load-
balancing, search and availability.

We believe that our indexing framework offers three
main benefits. First, as described above, it allows appli-
cations to tailor the system to their needs. Second, it allows
reusing existing algorithms for different components rather
than implementing everything anew. Finally, our frame-
work allows experimenting with different implementations
for the same component so that the benefits of a partic-
ular implementation can be clearly evaluated and quan-
tified. This is especially important in an emerging field
like P2P databases, where there are no universally agreed
upon requirements or indices. We illustrate the power
of this approach by instantiating three existing P2P in-
dices: Chord [26] (which supports equality queries), Skip-
Graphs [2], and P-Ring [4] (which supports both equality
and range queries) in the context of our framework.

The main contribution of this paper is a systematic way
of handling query correctness, concurrency, and failures in
a dynamic P2P environment. We first show how existing
P2P indices such as Chord [26] can have subtle concur-
rent interactions that can cause query results to be missed
in some cases, even in an operational system. Further,
these indices (originally developed for equality queries)
also suffer from reduced availability when directly adapted
for range queries. One solution to this problem is to simply
let the application handle the query correctness and avail-
ability issues – this, for instance, is the approach taken by
CFS [7] and PAST [25], which are applications built on top
of Chord and Pastry, respectively. However, this approach
exposes low-level concurrency details to applications and is
also very error-prone due to subtle concurrent interactions
between system components. In contrast, our approach is
to embed novel techniques for ensuring query correctness
and fault-tolerance directly into our indexing framework.
The benefits of this approach are that it abstracts away the
dynamics of the underlying P2P system and provides ap-
plications with a consistent interface with provable correct-



ness and availability guarantees. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first attempt to address these issues for both
equality and range queries in a P2P environment.

The second contribution of this paper is an implementa-
tion of three P2P indices, Chord [26], SkipGraphs [2] and
P-Ring [4], in the context of our framework. In a simulation
study, we compare the performance of the three indices and
study the component-wise breakdown of the overall system
cost. This is a first step towards a larger ongoing study of
performing an “apples-to-apples” comparison of different
P2P indices by instantiating them in a common framework.

2 Indexing Framework

2.1 System Model

A peer is a processor with shared storage space and pri-
vate storage space. The shared space is used to store the
distributed data structure for speeding up the evaluation of
user queries. We assume that each peer can be identified
by a physical id (for example, its IP address). We also as-
sume a fail-stop model for peer failures. A P2P system is
a collection of peers. We assume there is some underlying
network protocol that can be used to send messages reliably
from one peer to another with bounded delay. A peer can
join a P2P system by contacting some peer that is already
part of the system. A peer can leave the system at any time
without contacting any other peer.

We assume that each (data) item stored in a peer ex-
poses a search key value from a totally ordered domain
that is indexed by the system. The search key value for
an item � is denoted by ��������� . Without loss of general-
ity, we assume that search key values are unique (duplicate
values can be made unique by appending the physical id of
the peer where the value originates and a version number;
this transformation is transparent to users). Peers inserting
items into the system can retain ownership of their items.
In this case, the items are stored in the private storage parti-
tion of the peer, and only pointers to the items are inserted
into the system. In the rest of the paper we make no dis-
tinction between items and pointers to items.

2.2 Architecture

A P2P index needs to reliably support the following op-
erations: search, item insertion, item deletion, peers join-
ing, and peers leaving the system. We now introduce
our modularized indexing framework, which is designed to
capture most structured P2P indices. The main challenges
in designing this framework are defining the relevant func-
tional components and defining a simple API for each com-
ponent so that the overall system is flexible enough to cap-
ture most of the existing structured P2P indices, while ex-
tensible enough so new P2P indices can be developed based
on this framework. Figure 1 shows the components of our
framework. These components and their interactions are
described next. Note that the architecture does not specify
implementations for these components but only specifies

P2P Index findItems(predicate)
insertItem(item)
deleteItem(item)

Content Router

sendReceive(msg, predicate)

Replication Manager

Data Store insertItems(itemsList)
deleteItems(itemsList)

Fault Tolerant Ring getSuccessor()
insertSuccessor(peer)
leaveRing()

Figure 1: Indexing Framework
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Figure 2: Ring Figure 3: Data Store

functional requirements.

Fault Tolerant Hypersphere. The Fault Tolerant Hyper-
sphere connects the peers in the system on a hypersphere,
and provides reliable connectivity among these peers even
in the face of peer failures. For the purposes of this pa-
per, we focus on a Fault Tolerant Ring (a one-dimensional
hypersphere). On a ring, for a peer 	 , we can define
������ 	�� (respectively, pred(p)) to be the peer adjacent
to 	 in a clockwise (resp., counter-clockwise) traversal of
the ring. Figure 2 shows an example of a Fault Tolerant
Ring. If peer 	�� fails, then the ring will reorganize such that
������ 	�������	�� , so the peers remain connected. In addition
to maintaining successors, each peer 	 in the ring is associ-
ated with a value, 	�� ����� , from a totally ordered domain �! .
This value determines the position of a peer in the ring, and
thus increases clockwise around the ring (wrapping around
at the highest value). The values of the peers in Figure 2
are shown in brackets.

Figure 1 shows the ring API. When invoked on a peer
	 , p.getSuccessor returns the address of 
������ 	�� .
p.insertSuccessor(p’) makes 	�" the successor
of 	 when 	 (or 	�" ) wishes to join an existing ring.
p.leaveRing allows 	 to gracefully leave the ring (of
course, 	 can leave the ring without making this call due to
a failure). The ring also exposes events that can be caught
at higher layers, such as successor changes (not shown).

Data Store. The Data Store is responsible for distribut-
ing and storing items at peers. The Data Store has a map#

that maps the search key value ��������� of each item �
to a value in the domain �! (the domain of peer values).
An item � is stored in a peer 	 such that

# � �$���������&%



����������� 	�� � �����	� 	�� ������
 . In other words, each peer 	 is re-
sponsible for storing data items mapped to a value be-
tween ������� � 	�� � ����� and 	 � ����� . We refer to the range����������� 	�� � �����	� 	�� ������
 as 	�� � ������ . Figure 3 shows an exam-
ple Data Store that maps some search key values to peers on
the ring. For example, peer 	�� is responsible for search key
values ��� and ��� . One of the main responsibilities of the
Data Store is to ensure that the data distribution is uniform
so that each peer stores about the same number of items.
Different P2P indices have different implementations for
the Data Store (e.g., based on hashing [26], splitting and/or
merging [10, 4]) for achieving this storage balance. As
shown in Figure 1, the Data Store provides API methods
to insert items into and delete items from the system.

Replication Manager. The Replication Manager is re-
sponsible for reliably storing items in the system even in
the presence of failures, until items are explictly deleted.
As an example, in Figure 5, peer 	 � stores items � � and � �
such that

# � � � � ������� ��� and
# � � � � ������� ��� . If 	 � fails,

then these items would be lost even though the ring would
reconnect after the failure. The goal of the replication man-
ager is to handle such failures by replicating items so that
they can be ”revived” even if peers fail.

Content Router. The Content Router is responsible for
efficiently routing messages to relevant peers in the P2P
system. As shown in the API (see Figure 1), the relevant
peers are specified by a content-based predicate on search
key values, and not by the physical peer ids. This abstracts
away the details of storage and index reorganization from
higher level applications.

P2P Index. The P2P Index is the index exposed to the end
user. It supports search functionality by using the function-
ality of the Content Router, and supports item insertion and
deletion by using the functionality of the Data Store.

2.3 Benefits of the Indexing Framework

We believe that our indexing framework offers three pri-
mary benefits. First, it provides a principled way to im-
plement and compare against existing indexing structures.
For instance, Chord [26], which is a fault-tolerant P2P in-
dex that supports equality queries, can be implemented in
our framework as follows. The Fault-Tolerant Ring is im-
plemented using Chord’s ring, and each peer is assigned
a value using consistent hashing. The Data Store is imple-
mented using a scheme that hashes each search key value to
a value on the ring, and stores the corresponding item to the
peer responsible for the range containing that value. The
Replication Manager is instantiated using the techniques
proposed in CFS [7]. The Content Router is implemented
using Chord’s finger tables. Other structures proposed in
the literature such as CAN [23], Pastry [24], and Skip-
Graphs [2], can similarly be instantiated in our framework.

The second benefit of our framework is that it allows
us to develop new P2P indices by leveraging parts of ex-
isting structures. In particular, we have recently devel-
oped a new P2P index called P-Ring [4] for equality and
range queries, that reuses the Chord Fault Tolerant Ring
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Figure 4: Chord Ring Figure 5: PRing Data Store

and Replication Manager, but develops a new Data Store
and Content Router.

Finally, our framework allows extending the functional-
ity of existing systems. For instance, Skip Graphs [2] is a
P2P index that supports range queries but only supports one
item per peer. We implemented the SkipGraphs Content
Router on top of the P-Ring Data Store, thereby allowing
Skip Graphs to handle multiple items per peer. We evaluate
this implementation of Skip Graphs in Section 6.

2.4 An Example Instantiation: P-Ring

We now discuss the instantiation of P-Ring, a novel
index structure designed for range queries in addition to
equality queries. While the full details of P-Ring are left
to another paper [4], we focus on the instantiation of P-
Ring in the context of our framework. We will use this in-
stantiation as a running example to illustrate the query cor-
rectness, concurrency and availability issues in subsequent
sections. As mentioned earlier, in P-Ring, we reuse the
Fault Tolerant Ring of Chord and the Replication Manager
of CFS, and only devise a new Data Store and a Content
Router for handling data skew in range queries.

Fault Tolerant Ring. P-Ring uses the Chord ring to main-
tain connectivity. The Chord ring achieves fault-tolerance
by storing a list of successors at each peer, instead of stor-
ing just one successor. Thus, even if the successor of a peer
	 fails, 	 can use its successor list to identify other peers so
that ring connectivity can be maintained. Figure 4 shows an
example Chord ring in which successor lists are of length 2
(i.e., each peer 	 stores 
������ 	�� and 
������ 
������ 	�� � in its
successor list). The successor lists are shown in the boxes
next to the associated peers. Chord also provides a way to
maintain these successor lists in the presence of failures by
periodically stabilizing a peer 	 with its first live successor
in the successor list.

Data Store. Ideally, we would like data items to be uni-
formly distributed among peers so that the storage load
of each peer is about the same. Most existing P2P in-
dices achieve this goal by hashing the search key value
of an item, and assigning the item to a peer based on this
hashed value. Such an assignment is, with high probability,
very close to a uniform distribution of entries [23, 24, 26].
However, hashing destroys the value ordering among the
search key values, and thus cannot be used to process range
queries efficiently (for the same reason that hash indices
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cannot be used to handle range queries efficiently).
To solve this problem, the P-Ring Data Store assigns

data items to peers directly based on their search key value
(i.e., the map

#
is order-preserving, in the simplest case it

is the identity function). In this case, the ordering of peer
values is the same as the ordering of search key values,
and range queries can be answered by scanning along the
ring. The problem is that now, even in a stable P2P system
with no peers joining or leaving, some peers might become
overloaded or underloaded due to skewed item insertions
and/or deletions. We thus need a way to dynamically reas-
sign and maintain the ranges associated to the peers. The
P-Ring Data Store achieves this goal by introducing two
operations, split and merge, for handling item over-
flows and underflows in peers as described below.

The P-Ring Data Store has two types of peers: live peers
and free peers. Live peers are part of the ring and store data
items, while free peers are maintained separately in the sys-
tem and do not store any data items.1 The Data Store main-
tains the number of items stored in each live peer between� � 
�� and � ����� 
�� , where 
�� is the ”storage factor”.
Whenever the number of items in a peer 	 ’s Data Store be-
comes larger than � ����� 
�� (due to many insertions into
	 � � ������ ), we say that an overflow occurred. In this case,
	 tries to split its assigned range (and implicitly its items)
with a free peer. Whenever the number of entries in 	 ’s
Data Store becomes smaller than

� � 
�� (due to deletions
from 	 � �������� ), we say that an underflow occurred. In this
case, 	 tries to acquire a larger range and more entries from
its successor in the ring. In this case, the successor either
redistributes its items with 	 , or gives up its entire range to
	 and becomes a free peer.

As an illustration of a split, consider the Data Store
shown in Figure 3. Assume that 
	� is 1, so each peer
can have 1 or 2 entries. Now, when an item � such that
��� ����� � ��� is inserted into the system, it will be stored in
	�
 , leading to an overflow. Thus, 	�
 � �������� will be split
with a free peer, and 	
 ’s items will be redistributed ac-
cordingly. Figure 5 shows the Data Store after the split,
where 	�
 split with the free peer 	�� , and 	�� takes over part
of the items 	 
 was originally responsible for (the successor

1In the actual P-Ring Data Store, all free peers also store data items
temporarily for some live peers. We can also provably bound the ratio
of the number of items between any two peers, but these details are not
relevant in the current context.

pointers in the Chord ring are also shown in the figure for
completeness). As an illustration of merge, consider again
Figure 5 and assume that item � with � ������� � � � is deleted
from the system. In this case, there is an underflow at 	 

and 	
 merges with its successor, 	 � and takes over all of
	 � ’s items; 	 � in turn becomes a free peer. Figure 6 shows
the resulting system.

Replication Manager. P-Ring uses the CFS Replication
Manager, which works as follows. Consider an item �
stored in the Data Store at peer 	 . The Replication Manager
also replicates � to the � successors of 	 . In this way, even
if 	 fails, � can be recovered from one of the successors of � .
Larger values of � offer better fault-tolerance but have ad-
ditional overhead. Figure 7 shows a system in which items
are replicated with a value of � � � (the replicated values
are shown in the top most box next to the peer).

Content Router. The P-Ring Content Router is based on
idea of constructing a hierarchy of rings that can index
skewed data distributions. The details of this data structure
are not relevant for this paper; see [4] for details.

3 Correctness and Availability: Goals
In instantiating indices in our indexing framework, per-

haps the most interesting and challenging issue we faced
was ensuring query correctness and system availability in
the presence of concurrent peer insertions, deletions and
failures. Specifically, we had the following design goals
(we state these goals more formally in later sections):
� Query Correctness: A query issued to the index

should return all and only those items in the index that
satisfy the query predicate.

� System Availability: The availability of the index
should not be reduced due to index maintenance op-
erations (such as splits and merges).

� Item Availability: The availability of items in the in-
dex should not be reduced due to index maintenance
operations (such as splits and merges).

While the above requirements are simple and natural, it
is surprisingly hard to satisfy them in a P2P system. Thus,
one approach is to simply leave these issues to higher level
applications – this is the approach taken by CFS [7] and
PAST [25], which are applications built on top of Chord
and Pastry, respectively. The downside of this approach
is that it becomes quite complicated for application devel-
opers because they have to understand the details of how
lower layers are implemented, such as how ring stabiliza-
tion is done. Further, this approach is also error-prone be-
cause complex concurrent interactions between the differ-
ent layers (which we illustrate in Section 4) make it diffi-
cult to devise a system that produces consistent query re-
sults. Finally, even if application developers are willing to
take responsibility for the above properties, there are no
known techniques for ensuring the above requirements for
P2P range indices.

In contrast, the approach we take is to cleanly encapsu-
late the concurrency and consistency aspects in the differ-



ent layers of the system. Specifically, we embed some con-
sistency primitives in the Fault Tolerant Ring and the Data
Store, and provide handles to these primitives for the higher
layers. With this encapsulation, higher layers and applica-
tions can simply use these APIs without having to explic-
itly deal with low-level concurrency issues or knowing how
lower layers are implemented, while still being guaranteed
query consistency and availability for range queries.

We note that our proposed techniques differ from dis-
tributed database techniques [17] in terms of scale (hun-
dreds to thousands of peers, as opposed to a few dis-
tributed database sites), failures (peers can fail at any time,
which implies that blocking concurrency protocols cannot
be used), and perhaps most importantly, dynamics (due to
unpredictable peer insertions and deletions, the location of
the items themselves are not known a priori and can change
during query processing).

In the subsequent two sections, we describe our so-
lutions to query correctness and system/item availability.
In the discussion, we use P-Ring as our running exam-
ple and illustrate the issues and solutions in the context
of the Chord Fault Tolerant Ring, the P-Ring Data Store,
and the CFS Replication Manager. We note, however, that
our solutions are more generally applicable and can be im-
plemented in any instantiation that respects the API of our
indexing framework.

4 Query Correctness
We focus on query consistency for range queries (note

that equality queries are a special case of range queries).
We first formally define what we mean by query correct-
ness in our indexing framework. We then illustrate scenar-
ios where query correctness can be violated if we directly
use existing techniques. Finally, we present our solutions
to these problems.

4.1 Defining Correct Query Results

Intuitively, a system returns a correct result for a query�
iff the result contains all and only those items in the sys-

tem that satisfy the query predicate. Translating this intu-
ition into a formal statement in a P2P system requires us to
define which items are “in the system”; this is more com-
plex than in a centralized system because peers can fail,
be inserted, and items can move between peers during the
duration of a query. To capture this, we first introduce the
notion of a live item at a given time instant in the context
of our indexing framework.

Definition (Live Item): An item � is live at time � in index�
, denoted by � � ����� � � � � � iff there exists a peer 	 in

�
at

time � such that 	 ’s Data Store contains item � at time �
and

# � �$��������� % � ���������� � , where � ���������� � is the value of
	 � � ������ at time � .

In other words, an item � is live at time � iff some peer
with the appropriate range contains � in its Data Store at
time � . Given the notion of a live item, we can define a
correct query result as follows. We use � � � � ��	�� ����
 � � � to
denote whether item � satisfies query

�
’s predicate.
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Definition (Correct Query Result): A set � is a correct
query result for a query

�
initiated at time ����������� and suc-

cessfully completed at time ������� in index
�

iff the following
two conditions hold:

1. ��� %�� � � � � � ��	�� ����
 � � � �"! � � �#�$�%�&���(' �)' �#�%�*�+�
� � ����� � � � � � � �

2. ��� � � � � � ��	�� ��� 
 � � �,�-� � � � ��������� ' �.' � �%�*�0/
� � ��� � � � � � � � � / ��%1� .

The first condition states that only items that satisfy the
query predicate and which were live at some time during
the query evaluation should be in the query result. The
second condition states that all items that satisfy the query
predicate and which were live throughout the query execu-
tion must be in the query result.

4.2 Incorrect Query Results: Scenarios

Evaluating a range query involves two steps: (a) find-
ing the peer responsible for left end of the query range,
and (b) scanning along the ring to retrieve the items in the
range. The first step is achieved using an appropriate Con-
tent Router, such as the P-Ring Content Router, and the
related concurrency issues have been described and solved
elsewhere in the literature [4]. We thus focus on the second
step and show how using the regular Chord Fault Tolerant
Ring can produce incorrect results.

Scanning along the ring can produce incorrect query
results due to two reasons. First, the ring itself can be
temporarily inconsistent, thereby skipping over some live
items. Second, even if the ring is consistent, the loose cou-
pling between the ring and higher layers can sometimes re-
sult in incorrect results. We now illustrate both of these
cases using examples.

4.2.1 Inconsistent Ring Consider the Ring and Data
Store shown in Figure 5. Assume that item � such
that

# � ����������� � � is inserted into the system. Since
	 � � � ������ � �$2 ���43 
 , � will be stored in 	 � ’s Data Store.
Now assume that 	 � ’s Data Store overflows due to this in-
sertion, and hence 	 � splits with a new peer 	 and transfers
some of its items to 	 . The new state of the Ring and Data
Store is shown in Figure 8. At this point, 	 � �������� � �$2 � � 




and 	���� � ������ � � �����43 
 � . Also, while 	�� ’s successor list
is updated to reflect the presence of 	 , the successor list of
	 
 is not yet updated because the Chord ring stablization
proceeds in rounds, and 	 
 will only find out about 	 when
it next stabilizes with its successor (	 � ) in the ring.

Now assume that 	�� fails. Due to the Replication Man-
ager, 	 takes over the range � ��3�� � 
 and adds the data item
� such that

# � ����������� � � 2 into its data store. The state of
the system at this time is now shown in Figure 9. Now as-
sume that a search

�
originates at 	 
 for the range � ��3�� � 
 .

Since 	 
 � ����� is the lower bound of the query range, 	 
 tries
to forward the message to the first peer in its successor list
(	�� ), and on detecting that it has failed, forwards it to the
next peer in its successor list (	 � ). 	�� returns the items
in the range � ��� ��3 
 , but the items in the range � ��3�� � 
 are
missed! (even though all items in this range are live – they
are in 	 ’s Data Store) This problem arises because the suc-
cessor pointers for 	�
 are temporarily inconsistent during
the insertion of 	 (they point to 	 � instead of 	 ). Eventu-
ally, of course, the ring will stabilize and 	 
 will point to
	 as its successor, but before this ring stabilization, query
results can be missed.

At this point, the reader might be wondering whether
a simple “fix” might address the above problem. Specifi-
cally, what if 	 � simply rejects the search request from 	 

(since 	
 is not 	 � ’s predecessor) until the ring stabilizes?
The problem with this approach is that 	 � does not know
whether 	 has also failed, in which case 	�
 is indeed 	 � ’s
predecessorr, and it should accept the message. Again, the
basic problem is that a peer does not know precise informa-
tion about other peers in the system (due to the dynamics
of a P2P system), and hence potential inconsistencies can
occur. We note that the scenario outlined in Figure 9 is just
one example of inconsistencies that can occur in the ring –
rings with longer successor lists can have other, more sub-
tle, inconsistencies (for instance, when 	 is not the direct
predecessor of 	�� ).
4.2.2 Loose Coupling Between Layers We now illus-
trate how loose coupling between the ring and higher lay-
ers can produce inconsistent query results, even if the ring
is fully consistent. Consider again the system in Figure 5
and assume that a query

�
with query range � � 3 � ��3 
 is is-

sued at 	 � . Since the lower bound of 	 � � �������� is the same
as the lower bound of the query range, the sequential scan
for the query range starts at 	 � . The sequential scan oper-
ation first gets the data items in 	 � ’s Data Store, and then
gets the successor of 	�� along the ring (which, at this time,
is 	�� ). Now assume that, as in the earlier example, an item �
such that

# � ��� ��������� � is inserted into the system. As be-
fore, 	�� splits and a new peer 	 is added as 	�� ’s successor,
as shown in Figure 8.

Now assume that the sequential scan of the query re-
sumes, and the scan operation will propagate the scan to
	 � (the successor of 	 � at the time it got the successor).
Again, the items in 	 will be missed, even though the items
in 	 ’s range were live throughout the query execution. This
problem arises because of the loose coupling between the

ring and sequential scan operation - between the time the
sequential scan operation got the successor of 	�� and the
time it actually contacted this successor, the successor of 	��
had changed. Note that this problem can occur even when
the ring is fully consistent (in our example, 	 � ’s successor
pointers after the insertion of 	 are in fact fully consistent).

4.3 Ensuring Correct Query Results

We now present solutions that avoid the above scenar-
ios and provably guarantee that the sequential scan along
the ring for range queries will produce correct query re-
sults. The attractive feature of our solution is that these
enhancements are confined to the Fault Tolerant Ring –
higher layers can be guaranteed correctness by accessing
the ring functionality through the appropriate API. We first
present a solution that addresses ring inconsistency, and
then present a solution that addresses loose coupling.

4.4 Handling Ring Inconsistency

As illustrated in Section 4.2.1, query results can be in-
correct if a peer’s successor list pointers are temporarily
inconsistent (we shall formally define the notion of consis-
tency soon). Perhaps the simplest way to solve this problem
is to explicitly avoid this inconsistency by atomically up-
dating the successor pointers of every relevant peer during
each peer insertion. For instance, in the example in Sec-
tion 4.2.1, we could have avoided the inconsistency if 	 � ’s
and 	�
 ’s successor pointers had been atomically updated
during 	 ’s insertion. Unfortunately, this is not a viable so-
lution in a P2P system because there is no easy way to de-
termine the peers whose successor lists will be affected by
an insertion since other peers can concurrently enter, leave
or fail, and any cached information can become outdated.

To address this problem, we introduce a new method
for implementinginsertSuccessor (Figure 1) that en-
sures that successor pointers are always consistent even in
the face of concurrent peer insertions and failures (peer
deletions are considered in the next section). Our technique
works asynchronously and does not require any up-to-date
cached information or global co-ordination among peers.
The main idea is as follows. Each peer in the ring can be
in one of two states: JOINING or JOINED. When a peer
is initally inserted into the system, it is in the JOINING
state. Pointers to peers in the JOINING state need not be
consistent. However, each JOINING peer transitions to the
JOINED state in some bounded time. We ensure that the
successor pointers to/from JOINED peers are always con-
sistent. The intuition behind our solution is that a peer 	
remains in the JOINING state until all relevant peers know
about 	 – it then transitions to the JOINED state. Higher
layers, such as the Data Store, only store items in peers in
the JOINED state, and hence avoid inconsistencies.

We now formally define the notion of consistent succes-
sor pointers. We then present our distributed, asynchronous
algorithm for insertSuccessor that satisfies this prop-
erty for JOINED peers.



4.4.1 Defining Consistent Successor Pointers We first
introduce some notation. 	�� � � ����� � � ��� is the successor list
of peer 	 at time � . � � ����� � � � � � � �� ��� is the length (num-
ber of pointers) of � � ����� � � � , and � � ����� � � ��� � 
 ( 3 ' ���
� � ����� � � � � � � �� ��� ) refers to the � ’th pointer in � � ����� � � � .
The value of a peer at time � is 	 � ����� � . A peer is said to
be non-failed at time � if it did not fail at any time � " ' � .
Definition (Consistent Successor Pointers): A set of non-
failed peers � at time � has consistent successor pointers at
time � iff the following condition holds:
� ��	 % � ����� � 3 ' � ' 	�� � � ����� � � �%�$� � � �� ��� �
	�� � � ����� � � �%�	� � 
 % � � / ��	�� % � � 	���� ����� � %� 	 � ����� � � 	�� � � ����� � � � � � � 
 � ����� � � / !�
 � 3 '�
� � �
	�� � � ����� � � � � � 
 
�� 	 � � �

In other words, the successor pointers of a set of peers
� is consistent iff for every peer 	 % � , if 	 has a pointer to
a peer 	�" % � in its successor list, it also has pointers to all
peers 	 � % � such that 	 � � ����� % � 	 � ����� � 	�" ����� � . Intuitively,
this means that 	 cannot have “missing” pointers to peers in
the set P. In our example in Figure 8, the successor pointers
are not consistent with respect to the set of all peers in the
system because 	
 has a pointer to 	 � but not to 	 .

4.4.2 Proposed Algorithm We first present the intuition
behind our algorithm, before presenting the details. As-
sume that a peer 	�" is to be inserted as a successor of a peer
	 . Intially, 	 " will be in the JOINING state. Eventually,
we want 	�" to transition to the JOINED state, without vi-
olating the consistency of successor pointers. According
to the definition of consistent successor pointers, the only
way in which converting 	�" from the JOINING state to
the JOINED state can violate consistency is if there exists
some JOINED peers 	�� and 	�� such that: 	������ � ����� � � ��� � 
��
	 and 	������ � ����� � � ��� ��� ��
 � 	�� (for some ��� 3 ) and for
all 
 ��3���
��&� , 	������ � ����� � � ��� ����
 
��� 	�" . In other words,
	�� has a pointer to 	 and 	�� but not a pointer to 	�" whose
value occurs between 	�� ����� and 	���� ����� .

Our algorithm avoids this case by ensuring that at the
time of transitioning 	�" from the JOINING state to the
JOINED state, if 	 � has pointers to 	 and 	 � (where 	 � ’s
pointer occurs after 	 ’s pointer), then it also has a pointer
to 	�" . It ensures this property by propagating the pointer to
	�" to all of 	 ’s predecessors until it reaches the predeces-
sor whose last pointer in the successor list is 	 (which thus
does not have a 	�� that can violate the condition). At this
point, it transitions 	�" from the JOINING to the JOINED
state. This propagation of 	�" pointer is piggybacked on the
Chord ring stabilization protocol, and hence does not intro-
duce new messages.

Algorithms 1 and 2 show the pseudocode for the
insertSuccessor method and the modified ring sta-
bilization protocol, respectively. In the algorithms, we as-
sume that in addition to � � ����� � � � , each peer also has a
list called � � � �	� � � � � which stores the state (JOINING or
JOINED) of the corresponding peer in � � ����� � � � . We now
walk through the algorithms using an example.

Consider again the example in Figure 5, where 	 is to
be added as a successor of 	 � . The insertSuccessor

Algorithm 1 : 	 � � insertSuccessor(Peer 	 )
1: // Insert 	 into lists as a JOINING peer
2: writeLock � � ����� � � � , � � � �	� � � � �
3: � � ����� � � � � 	������ 	���� � � � 	��
4: � � � �	� � � � � � 	��� � 	���� � � (JOINING)
5: releaseLock � � � �	� � � � � , � � ����� � � �
6: // Wait for successful insert ack
7: wait for ack from some predecessor; on ack do:
8: // Notify 	 of successful insertion and update lists
9: writeLock � � ����� � � � , � � � �	� � � � �

10: Send a message to 	 indicating it is now JOINED
11: � � � �	� � � � � � ��	�!�� �	� 	���� � � (JOINED)
12: � � ����� � � � � 	���	 " � � � � � , � � � �	� � � � � � 	���	 " � � � � �
13: releaseLock � � � �	� � � � � , � � ����� � � �

Algorithm 2 : Ring Stabilization

1: // Update lists based on successor’s lists
2: readLock � � ����� � � � , � � � �	� � � � �
3: get � � ����� � � � / � � � �	� � � � � from first non-failed 	�# in
� � ����� � � �

4: upgradeWriteLock � � ����� � � � , � � � �	� � � � �
5: � � ����� � � � ��	 # ��� � ����� � � � ; � � � �	� � � � � � 	 # � � � � �	� � � � �
6: � � ����� � � � � 	������ 	���� � � � 	 # �
7: � � � �	� � � � � � 	��� � 	���� � � (JOINED)
8: � � ����� � � � � 	���	 " � � � � � , � � � �	� � � � � � 	���	 " � � � � �
9: // Handle JOINING peers

10: listLen = succList.length
11: if � � � �	� � � � ��� � � � � � � �%$ � 
�� � JOINING then
12: � � ����� � � � � 	���	 " � � � � � ; � � � �	� � � � � � 	���	 " � � � � �
13: else if � � � �	� � � � ��� � � � � � � �&$ � 
�� � JOINING then
14: Send an ack to � � ����� � � ��� � � � � � � �&$(' 

15: end if
16: releaseLock � � � �	� � � � � , � � ����� � � �

method is invoked on 	�� with a pointer to 	 as the
parameter. The method first acquires a write lock on
� � ����� � � � and � � � �	� � � � � , inserts 	 as the first pointer in
	 � � � � ����� � � � (thereby increasing its length by one), and
inserts a corresponding new entry into 	 � ��� � � �	� � � � � with
value JOINING (lines �)$�* in Algorithm 1). The method
then releases the locks on � � ����� � � � and � � � �	� � � � � (lines 2 )
and blocks waiting for an acknowledgment method from
some predecessor peer indicating that it is safe to transi-
tion 	 from the JOINING state to the JOINED state (line+

). The current state of the system is shown in Figure 10
(JOINING list entries are marked with a “*”).

Now assume that a ring stabilization occurs at 	 
 . 	 

will first acquire a read lock on its � � ����� � � � and � � � �	� � � � � ,
contact the first non-failed entry in its successor list, 	�� ,
to get 	�� ’s � � ����� � � � and � � � �	� � � � � (lines �,$-' in Fig-
ure 2). 	 
 then acquires a write lock on its � � ����� � � � and
� � � �	� � � � � , and copies over the � � ����� � � � and � � � �	� � � � � it
obtained from 	 � (lines *.$ 2 ). 	
 then inserts 	 � as the
first entry in � � ����� � � � (increasing its length by � ) and also
inserts the corresponding state in � � � �	� � � � � (the state will
always be JOINED because JOINING nodes do not re-
spond to ring stabilization requests). 	�
 then removes the
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last entries in � � ����� � � � and � � � �	� � � � � (lines �%$ � )to en-
sure that its lists are of the same length as 	 � ’s lists. The
current state of the system is shown in Figure 11.
	 
 then checks whether the state of the last entry is

JOINING; in this case it simply deletes the entry (lines
� ��$ � � ) because it is far enough from the JOINING node
that it does not need to know about it (although this case
does not arise in our current scenario for 	 
 ). 	
 then
checks if the state of the penultimate peer (	 ) is JOINING
– since this is the case in our scenario, 	�
 sends a acknowl-
edgment to the peer preceding the penultimate peer (	 � )
in the predecessor list indicating that 	 can be transitioned
from JOINING to JOINED since all relevant predecessors
know about 	 (lines ��' $ ��* ). 	 
 then releases the locks on
its lists (line ��� ).

The insertSuccessormethod of 	 � , on receiving a
message from 	�
 , first send a message to 	 indicating that
it is now in the JOINED state (line 10). 	 � then changes
the state of its first list entry (	 ) to JOINED and removes
the last entries from its lists in order to shorten them to the
regular length (lines � � $ � � ). The final state after 	 is
inserted into the ring and multiple ring stabilizations have
occured is shown in Figure 12. We can prove the following
theorem (the proof can be found in [5]):

Theorem 1 If
� � is the set of peers in the JOINED state at

time � , then Algorithms 1 and 2 ensure that
� � has consis-

tent successor pointers at time � .

In addition, we can prove the following theorem about
the liveness of the insertSuccessor operation (i.e.,
that it will complete in a bounded time) given a certain
peer failure rate, even in the presence of adversarial fail-
ures. We use the notation 	 ��� � � �	��� to denote the state of
peer 	 at time � .

Algorithm 3 : 	 ��� ��� !�� ��� � ��� � ����� � ( � �  )
1: readLock � � ����� � � �
2: send � �  to first live successor, and get response
� � ��� � 

3: releaseLock � � ����� � � �
4: return � � ��� � 

Algorithm 4 : 	 ��� ��� !�� ��� � ��� � ����� �
	 ��� ! � ��� ( � �  )
1: readLock � � ����� � � �
2: � � ��� �  � ��	�� ��� � � � � ��
3: releaseLock � � ����� � � �
4: return � � ��� � 

Theorem 2 If the stabilization procedure shown in Al-
gorithm 2 runs at all non-failed peers at least once
every � time units, and at most one peer fails every

time units, and � � 
, then there exists a con-

stant � bounded by � � � �� �  $�� � � such that if the
insertSuccessor(p’) method is invoked on peer 	
at time � , and if both 	 and 	�" are non-failed at time � � � ,
then 	�" � � � � �	� ����� ������������� .

We can also prove a stronger statement if we assume
uniform (as opposed to adversarial) peer failures [5].

4.5 Handling Loose Coupling

Recall from the discussion in Section 4.2.2 that even if
the ring is fully consistent, query results can be missed due
to the loose coupling between the ring and the higher lay-
ers. Essentially, the problem is that the successor of a peer
	 can change in the ring while higher layers are trying to
contact an old successor of 	 . How do we shield the higher
layers from the concurrency details of the ring while still
ensuring correct query results?

Our solution to this problem is as follows. We in-
troduce a new API method for peer 	 on the ring called
sendToSuccessor, which sends a message from a
higher layer (such as the range scan operation) to the cur-
rent successor of 	 in the ring. Since sendToSuccessor
handles all the concurrency issues associated with the
ring, higher layers do not have to worry about successor
pointers changing. Algorithm 3 shows the pseudocode
for the sendToSuccessor method in a peer 	 . The
method first acquires a read lock on � � ����� � � � (to freeze
the ring) and then sends a message to the first non-failed
peer in � � ����� � � � (lines 1-2). On the receiving end, the
peer 	�" receiving the sendToSuccessor message runs
the algorithm shown in Algorithm 4. 	�" first acquires
a read lock on its � � ����� � � � (to freeze its ring), then
throws up the message to the higher layer, gets the higher
layer reponse and returns the response (lines 1-4). The
sendToSuccessor method at 	 then releases the lock
on its � � ����� � � � and returns the response to the higher layer.
We can prove the following theorem about the correctness
of sendToSuccessor.

Theorem 3 If a peer 	�" receives a sendToSuccessor
message from peer 	 at time � and if � � is the set



Algorithm 5 : 	 ��� � ����� � � ���� � �� (Query �
)

1: if 
������ 	 � � � � � ������ � ���� then
2: // send a search message with query

�
3: � ��� ��� � � � � � � ! � ��� � ��� ������� � � � ����� � � � �  �
4: end if
5: � � � ��� � � +=

� ��� ��������� % 	�� � ������ � �$������� % � �
6: return � � � ��� � �

of JOINED peers at time � , then 	�" % � � � ��	 � %
� � � 	 � � ����� � �% � 	 � ����� � � 	�" � ����� � � �

Using the sendToSuccessormethod, we can ensure
correct query results for range scans as follows. For a query�

with query range � �	� � 
 , we assume that the range scan is
initiated in peer 	 at time � such that 	 ��� � � �	� � ������������� �
	 � ����� � % � � � ��� � ��	�" � 	�" � � � � �	� � � ����������� / 	�" � ����� � �%� � � 	�� ����� � � � (i.e., the range scan is initated on the first peer
	 in the ring that overlaps with the query range, due to the
correctness of the Content Router). The pseudocode for the
scan operation at 	 is shown in Algorithm 5. It first checks
to see if the scan should be forwarded to 
������ 	�� based on
the query range; if so, it invokes the sendToSuccessor
method with a � ����� � ��� �  and gets the results (lines � $ 2 ).
	 then adds the items from its own Data Store that satisfy
the query range to the results, and returns these results. The
sendToSuccessor handler for the � ����� � � � �  runs the
same pseudocode as Algorithm 5.

It is easy to see why the inconsistency described in Sec-
tion 4.2.2 does not occur with this method. We can prove:
Theorem 4 For a query

�
with query range � �	� � 
 , if the

range scan algorithm in Algorithm 5 is initiated in peer
	 at time � such that 	�� � � � �	��� � ��� � ����� � 	�� ����� � %� � � ��� �,��	�" � 	�" � � � � �	��� � ����������� / 	�" � ����� � �% � �	� 	 � ����� � � � ,
then the algorithm produces correct query results (as per
the definition of correct query results in Section 4.1).

5 System and Item Availability
We now address system availability and item availability

issues. Intuitively, ensuring system availability means that
the availability of the index should not be reduced due to
routine index maintenance operations (such as splits and
merges). Similarly, ensuring item availability means that
the availability of items should not be reduced due to index
maintenance operations. Our discussion of these two issues
is necessarily brief due to space constraints, and we only
illustrate the main aspects and sketch our solutions. We
refer the reader to [5] for the details.

5.1 System Availability

An index is said to be available if its Fault Tolerant Ring
is connected. The rationale for this definition is that an in-
dex can be operational (by scanning along the ring) so long
as its peers are connected. The Chord Fault Tolerant Ring
provides strong availability guarantees [26] when the only
operations on the ring are peer insertions (splits) and fail-
ures. These availability guarantees also carry over to our
variant of the Fault Tolerant Ring with the new implemen-
tation of insertSuccessor described earlier because it
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Figure 14: Controlled leave
of peer �

Figure 15: Final ack received
at peer � . Peer � is good to go.

is a stronger version of the Chord’s corresponding primitive
(it satisfies all the properties required for the Chord proofs).
Thus, the only index maintenance operation that can reduce
the availability of the system is the merge operation in the
Data Store, which translates to the leaveRing operation
in the Fault Tolerant Ring.

We now show that a naive implementation of
leaveRing, which is simply removing the merged peer
from the ring, does in fact reduce system availability.
We then sketch an alternative implementation for the
leaveRing that provably does not reduce system relia-
bility. Using this new implementation, the Data Store can
perform a merge operation without knowing the details of
the ring stabilization, while being guaranteed that system
availability is not compromised.

Naive leaveRing Reduces System Availability: Con-
sider the system in Figure 12 in which the length of the
successor list of each peer is 2. Without leaveRing,
this system can tolerate one failure per peer stabilization
round without disconnecting the ring (since at most one of
a peer’s two successor pointers can become invalid during
a failure). We now show that in the presence of the naive
leaveRing, a single failure can disconnect the ring.
Thus, leaveRing reduces the availability of the system.
The example is as follows. Assume that leaveRing is
invoked on 	 , and 	 immediately leaves the ring. Now as-
sume that 	 � fails (this is the single failure). The current
state of the system is shown in Figure 13, and as we can
see, the ring is disconnected since none of 	 � ’s successor
pointers point to peers in the ring.

Solution Sketch: The reason the naive implementation of
leaveRing reduced availability is that pointers to the
peer 	 leaving the ring become invalid. Hence, the succes-
sor lists of the peers pointing to 	 effectively decreases by
one, thereby reducing availability. To avoid this problem,
our solution is to increase the successor list lengths of all
peers pointing to 	 by one. In this way, when 	 leaves, the
availability of the system is not compromised. As in the
insertSuccessor case, we piggy-back the lengthen-
ing of the successor lists on the ring stabilization protocol.
This is illustrated in the following example.

Consider Figure 12 in which leaveRing is invoked
on 	 . During the next ring stabilization, the predecessor
of 	 - 	 � - increases its successor list length by 1. The
state of the system is shown in Figure 14. During the next



ring stablization, the predecessor of 	�� - 	 
 - increases its
successor list length by 1. Since 	 
 is the last predecessor
that knows about 	 , 	 
 sends a message to 	 indicating that
it is safe to leave the ring. The state of the system at this
point is shown in Figure 15. It is easy to see that if 	 leaves
the ring at this point, a single failure cannot disconnect the
ring as in the previous case. We can formally prove that
the new algorithm for leaveRing does not reduce the
availability of the system [5].

5.2 Item Availability

We first formalize the notion of item availability in a P2P
index. We represent the successful insertion of an item � at
time � into an index

�
by � � ��� � � � � � � � � , and the deletion of

an item � " at time � " as !���� � �	� � � ��� � � " � .
Definition (Item Availability): An index

�
is said to pre-

serve item availability with respect to a set of insertions� � � and a set of deletions
� ��� iff ��� ��� � ! � " � � " ' � �

� � � ��� � � � � � � � � % � � � �,��� " " � � " ' � " " ' � / !���� � �	� � � � � � � � � �%� ��� � � � / � � ����� � � � � � .
In other words, for all time � when an item � has been

inserted into the system and not deleted, � is a live item.
The CFS Replication Manager, implemented on top of

the Chord Ring provides strong guarantees [7] on item
availability when the only operations on the ring are peer
insertions and failures, and these carry over to our system
too. Thus, the only operation that could compromise item
availability is the leaveRing (merge) operation. We now
show that using the original CFS Replication Manager in
the presence of merges does in fact compromise item avail-
ability. We then describe a modification to the CFS Repli-
cation Manager and its interaction with the Data Store that
ensures the original guarantees on item availability.

Scenario that Reduces Item Availability: Consider the
system in Figure 7. Here, the top box associated with
each peer represents the items replicated at that peer (re-
call that CFS replicates items along the ring). In this exam-
ple, each item is replicated to one successor along the ring;
hence, the system can tolerate one failure between replica
refreshes. We now show how, in the presence of Data Store
merges, a single failure can compromise item availability.
Assume that peer 	 � wishes to merge with 	 � in Figure 7.
	 � thus does a leaveRing operation, and once it is suc-
cessful, it transfers its Data Store items to 	 � and leaves the
system. The state of the system at this time is shown in
Figure 16. If 	�� fails at this time (this is the single failure),
the items � such that

# � �$����������� � 2 is lost.

Solution Sketch: The reason item availability was com-
promised in the above example is because when 	 � left the
system, the replicas it stored were lost, thereby reducing
the number of replicas for certain items in the system. Our
solution is to replicate the items stored in the merging peer
	 ’s and Replication Manager for one additional hop before
	 leaves the system. This is illustrated in Figure 17, where
before 	 � merges with 	 � , it increase the replicas for items
in its Data Store and Replication Manager by one additional
hop. Then, when 	 � finally merges with 	 � and leaves the
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system, the number of replicas is not reduced, thereby pre-
serving item availability. We can again prove that the above
scheme preserves item availability even in the presence of
concurrent splits and merges [5].

6 Experimental Evaluation
We had two main goals in our experimental evaluation:

(1) to use our indexing framework to implement and com-
pare different P2P indices proposed in the literature, and (2)
to demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed query cor-
rectness and availability algorithms in a dynamic P2P sys-
tem. Towards these goal, we implemented and compared
the Chord, SkipGraphs and P-Ring indices using a simu-
lator version of our indexing framework, which simulated
concurrent peer execution and failures. We note that the
results presented here are by no means exhaustive, but are
initial steps towards a larger, more comprehensive study.

6.1 Experimental Setup

We implemented Chord, SkipGraphs and P-Ring in the
simulator version of our indexing framework. In the ex-
periments, we compare the performance of the following
instantiations: Chord, SkipGraphs with alphabet size 2,
SkipGraphs with alphabet size 10, P-Ring of order 2, and
P-Ring of order 10. We chose 2 and 10 as the alphabet
size/order because they illustrate some interesting tradeoffs
in the system performance. The simulator code was written
in C++ and all experiments were run on a cluster of work-
stations, each of which had 1GHz processor, 1GB of main
memory and at least 15GB of disk space.

We consider three main performance metrics. The first
is the the maintenance message cost, which is the num-
ber of messages per peer per minute (or 60 simulation time
units) required to maintain the index components. The sec-
ond metric is the maintenance bandwidth cost, which is
the same as the previous metric, except that it counts mes-
sage size in bytes instead of number of messages. The fi-
nal metric is the search cost, which is the number of mes-
sages required to evaluate a query. In our experiments, we
calculate the search cost by averaging the number of mes-
sages required to search for a random value in the system
starting from �43*3 random peers. Since the main variable
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component of the cost of range queries is finding the data
item with the smallest qualifying value (retrieving the other
values has a fixed cost of traversing the relevant leaf val-
ues), we only measure the cost of finding the first item for
range queries. This also enables us to compare the per-
formance of P-Ring and SkipGraphs, designed for range
queries, against the performance of Chord, designed for
equality queries.

We use a two-phase system evolution model in our ex-
periments. In the first phase, peers are inserted until there
are a total of � 3*3�3 peers in the system. In the second phase,
the system is under “churn”, whereby peers are inserted
into and deleted (failed) from the system with equal prob-
ability. For a given rate of churn (i.e., rate of peer inser-
tions/deletions), we run the different components at what
we call their survivability rate. For the Fault-Tolerant Ring,
this is the minimum stabilization rate so as to maintain con-
nectivity of the ring. For the Replication Manager, this is
the minimum replication rate so as to preserve item avail-
ability when peers fail at the churn rate. By running the
system components at their survivability rates, we can iden-
tify the minimum cost for each component that still ensures
system correctness.

6.2 Experimental Results

We present experimental results for a churn rate of 2
(i.e., two peers are inserted/failed every simulation time
unit). Figure 18 shows the effect of peer insertions and fail-
ures on index performance. The basic tradeoff is between
the search cost and the maintenance message cost. When
the Content Router is stabilized at a high rate, the mainte-
nance message cost is high due to many stabilization mes-
sages, but the search cost is low since the Content Router

is more consistent. On the other hand, when the Content
Router is stabilized slowly, the maintenance message cost
decreases but search cost increases.

As shown in Figure 18, P-Ring always dominates Skip
Graphs due to its superior search performance; this is be-
cause, even in a stable system, the search performance of
Skip Graphs with alphabet size of ! is � � !��

����� � ��� � � ,
where � is the number of peers in the system, as compared
to the search cost of � � ����� � �	� � � for a P-Ring of order
! . Chord outperforms the P-Ring of order 2 because both
have search cost � � �
��� � �	� � � , but Chord does not have the
overhead of dealing with splits and merges during system
churn. However, P-Ring of order 10 offers a better search
cost, albeit at a higher maintenance cost, while still sup-
porting range queries. We also obtained similar results for
search cost vs. maintenance bandwidth cost, and hence the
results are not shown.

Figure 19 shows the component-wise breakdown of
message costs for each index, when the maintenance mes-
sage cost is fixed (we fixed this cost to be 17 in these
experiments, but the results for other costs were similar).
This breakdown illustrates how much each component con-
tributes to the overall index maintenance cost. The results
are quite interesting: Chord spends a significantly higher
fraction of its messages stabilizing its Content Router than
the other index structures; this is due to the fact that Chord
performs a � � �
��� �	� � � search during each stabilization,
while the other indices only contact their successors at dif-
ferent levels in the index. However, the overhead of the
Chord Data Store is relatively small because it does not
have to split or merge for load balancing, while the over-
head of the P-Ring Data Store is comparatively higher. In
both cases, however, the fraction of messages in the Data
Store is not very high because we only consider peer in-
sertions/deletions, and not item insertions/deletions in this
set of experiments. Finally, the graph shows that the over-
head of reliable data storage (i.e., replication) is about 40%
of the total message cost; this is due to the relatively high
churn rate. Nevertheless, applications should make an in-
formed decision as to whether this functionality is required
because it comes at a fairly high price.

7 Related Work

There has been a flurry of recent activity on developing
indices for structured P2P systems. Some of these indices
can efficiently support equality queries (e.g., [23, 26, 24]),
while others can support both equality and range queries
(e.g., [1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 13, 12]. One of the contributions of
this paper is a unified framework that can be used to im-
plement and compare the above indices. In addition, this
paper addresses query correctness and availability issues
for such indices, which have not been previously addressed
for range queries. Besides structured P2P indices, there are
unstructured P2P indices such as [11, 6]. Unstructured in-
dices are very robust to failures, but do not provide guaran-
tees on query correctness and item availability. Since one
of our main goals was to study correctness and availability



issues, we focus on structured P2P indices.
There is a rich body of work on developing distributed

index structures for databases (e.g., [15, 16, 18, 19, 20].
However, most of these techniques maintain consistency
among the distributed replicas by using a primary copy,
which creates both scalability and availability problems
when dealing with thousands of peers. Some index struc-
tures, however, do maintain replicas lazily (e.g., [16, 18,
20]). However, these schemes are not designed to work in
the presence of peer failures, dynamic item replication and
reorganization, which makes them inadequate in a P2P set-
ting. In contrast, our indexing framework is designed to
handle peer failures while still providing correctness and
availability guarantees.

Besides indexing, there is also some recent work on
other data management issues in P2P systems such as com-
plex queries [9, 14, 21, 22, 27, 28]. An interesting direc-
tion for future work is to extend our techniques for query
correctness and system availability to work for complex
queries such as joins and aggregations.

8 Conclusion
We have presented a componentized indexing frame-

work for structured P2P systems. The primary benefits of
this framework are (a) applications can tailor an index to
its needs, (b) it allows code reuse, and (c) it provides a sys-
tematic way of comparing different P2P indices. Our main
focus was addressing query correctness and system/item
availability issues in the presence of concurrent peer op-
erations and failures, and implementing solutions for these
in the context of our framework. In a simulation study, we
used our framework to compare different P2P index struc-
tures. This work was done as part of the PEPPER project
at Cornell, where the goal is to build a full-fledged P2P
database system.
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